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The gateway is formed by two pillars, monoliths with
bell-shaped capitals, above which rises a stone fencing of
three cross-bars. The capitals, we are told, e*are essentially
characteristic of the Asokan period of Indian architecture/1
and* 'have a distinct resemblance to the ancient Persian
capital." Mythology runs wild in the carving which, after
more "than 2000 years exposure to the air, still stands out in
splendid clear-cut relief. The language of the inscription is
Pali, and the characters are those that were used in
Asoka's time. The available space of the present gallery
only admitted of the restoration of one of the gateways, it
was necessary to reconstruct the screen before the gateway
from pillars which originally occupied a different position
in relation to the stupa. The first or corner pillar has
three figures of men who were guardians not of this gate but
the South and they were placed here to show the character
of a gateway in general. The three guardians are :
In attitude of devotion— hands in front of oliest and palms
opposed.   ^Representation of a stupa above.
Ckaka,   King of the Xagas.   Xotiee the five cobra heads.  Originally
looked Xorth now looks East.
Gavigitn Yalctiha.   One foot on tree : other on rock.
Following the inside of the screen. The single cross-bar
bears a medallion relief of a man holding a flower-spike.
The rim is composed of lotus petals : the radiating parallel
ridges representing the stamens of the flower. The second
pillar on the inner face has a medallion representation of
"the Yava-Majhakiya birth" presented, according to the
inscription above, by lay-brother Samaka.
The story is that Upasoka, the lady standing on the King's left hand in
the medallion, with the aid of her attendants, managed to get three suitors
one after the other locked up into baskets. A fourth suitor, the King's
banker, came the same night to the Queen's chamber, but daylight had
dawned before the banker could be dealt with as his companions bad been.
The next day the lady accused the banker of having unlawfully detained
monies belonging to her absent Ix>rd, and called upon the household gods
said to be in the baskets to give evidence that they had from their
baskets heard the banker confess to having the monies. The wretched men
packed up in sheets smeared with lamp-black and oil, finding themselves in
danger of exposures, cried out that it was aft Upasoka stated. The King,
thereupon* demanded a sight of the household gods and out of the baskets
stepped the miserable culprits 4t like lumps of darkness." Ridicule and exile
were their reward. The story is a primitive anticipation of thp

